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Abstract
In this study, a concise overview about the general aspects of geomechanics and recent developments in application of geomechanics in oil industry
is compiled, in cases like wellbore stability, hydraulic
fracturing, early water-breakthrough, surface subsidence, reservoir compaction, fault-reactivation or
water-gas flooding. Finally, in light of recent studies,
we conclude the study with future perspectives and
foreseen applications of geomechanics in reservoir
characterization.
Keywords: Geomechanical Modeling, Reservoir Characterization
Öz
Bu çalışmada, jeomekaniğin genel kavramlarının kısa bir özeti ile petrol endüstrisindeki uygulama alanları derlenmiştir. Bu uygulama alanlarının
başlıcaları; kuyu stabilitesi, hidrolik çatlatma, kuyuya erken su gelişi, yüzey oturması, rezervuar kompaksiyonu, fay yeniden hareketlenmesi veya sugaz ötelemesi uygulamalarıdır. Son olarak çalışma,
güncel çalışmaların ışığında, jeomekanik alanında
rezervuar karakterizasyonu amaçlı olarak geliştirilen geleceğe dönük perspektifler ve öngörülen uygulamalar ile sonuçlandırılmıştır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Jeomekanik Modelleme,
Rezervuar Karakterizasyonu
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that it is typically ignored, geomechanics has a considerable impact on both well
and overall field performance during the life-cycle
of a hydrocarbon reservoir. As our understanding
of the subsurface system becomes increasingly
more sophisticated at the level of the behavior of
its components (solid, liquid and gas); implementation of coupled models (e.g. mechanical-hydraulic,

mechanical-thermal and hydraulic-thermal) gets
essential for the understanding of an increasing
number of phenomena and in predicting human impact on these, such as depletion/injection activities
(Zhang and Sanderson, 2002). Over the last years,
there is an increasing interest in geomechanics
in most of the areas of petroleum industry beginning with unconventional reservoirs (Dusseault et
al. 1998; Gutierrez and Lewis, 1998; Pattillo et al.
1998; Bruno 2002; Barkved et al. 2003).
In geomechanical studies, information about rock
strength, pore pressure, in situ stress and elastic
properties are generated. Also mechanical stratigraphy has to be involved. Mechanical stratigraphy is
among the most important controls on timing, style,
and extent of rock deformation, including fracturing
(Weinberg 1979; Teufel and Clark 1984; Corbett et
al.1987; Erickson 1996; Gross et al. 1997; Laubach
et al. 2009; Couples and Lewis, 2000; Ferrill et al.,
2004; Ferrill et al. 2011; Ferrill et al. 2012; Ferrill
et al. 2014; Cooke et al. 2006; Smart et al. 2010;
Smart et al. 2012; Gale et al. 2014). Finally, the
potential effects of pre-existing geologic structures
(i.e., sub-seismic faults, folded or tilting bedding)
are considered because of the fact that most of the
formations include sub-seismic and seismic-scale
jointing, faulting, and/or folding (Smart et al. 2014).
Accurate estimation of all of the dynamic changes in stresses and rock properties requires coupled
numerical modeling between reservoir simulation (thermal fluid flow) and geomechanical model
(changes in stress, strain and dilation). Development of a comprehensive geomechanical model of
a reservoir (and overlaying formations) provides a
basis for addressing a wide range of problems that
are encountered during the production of a hydrocarbon reservoir (Zoback 2007).
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problems will be probably more critical. So it is crucial to understand our field in
geomechanical aspects in any period of production as well as other reservoir characteristics.
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Figure 1. Use of geomechanical models during the life of a field (Zoback 2007).

General
Stress
FigureDefinitions
1 Use of geomechanical models during the life
of a field (Zoback 2007).
Geomechanics is the theoretical and applied
Stress is a tensor which describes the density
Stress
science of the mechanical behavior of geomaterials of forces acting on all surfaces passing through a
like rocks and soils in the stress fields of their physi- given point. Any given stress component represents
Stress is a tensor which describes the density of forces acting on all surfaces passing through a
cal environment. Geomechanical study or modeling a force acting in a specific direction on a unit area of
of agiven
fieldstress
starts
from the
exploration
well-direction
given
It is possible to evaluate3stresses
given point. Any
component
represents
a force stage
acting inwith
a specific
on orientation.
a
bore stability and pore pressure predictions (Figure in any other coordinate system via tensor transforunit area of given orientation. It is possible to evaluate stresses in any other coordinate system
1). In appraisal and development stages plenty of mation. To accomplish this transformation, we need
problems To
could
arise this
related
to geomechanics
like the to
specify the direction cosines aij, as illustrated in
via tensor transformation.
accomplish
transformation,
we need to specify
direction
sealing capacity or transmissibility of faults/frac- Figure 2 that describe the rotation of the coordinate
cosines aij, as illustrated in Figure 2 that describe the rotation of the coordinate axes between
tures, sand production, compaction, subsidence. axes between the old and new coordinate systems.
he old and new
coordinate
By this
transformation
we can
describe the stateBy
of stress
This
is thesystems.
time that
coupled
reservoir
simulations
this transformation we can describe the state
should be conducted as will be explained in the next of stress at depth in terms of the principal stresses
at depth in terms of the principal stresses making the issue of describing the stress state in situ
chapters. As we come to the mature and abandon- making the issue of describing the stress state in
appreciably easier.
ment stages, depletion and secondary recovery re- situ appreciably easier.
lated problems will be probably more critical. So it
Assuming this is the case, we must define only
Assuming thisisiscrucial
the case,to
weunderstand
must define only
parameters
to fully describe thefour
stateparameters
of
ourfour
field
in geomechanical
to fully describe the state of stress
aspects in any period of production as well as other at depth: three principal stress magnitudes, Sv, the
tress at depth: three principal stress magnitudes, Sv, the vertical stress, corresponding to the
reservoir characteristics.
vertical stress, corresponding to the weight of the
weight of the overburden; SHmax, the maximum principal horizontal stress; and Shmin.overburden; SH , the maximum principal horizonmax
tal stress; and Shmin.
Anderson Classification of Tectonic Regimes
By using the principal coordinates, (Anderson
1951) has proposed in 1951 that the tectonic regimes could be defined in terms of the relationship
between the vertical stress (Sv) and two mutually
perpendicular horizontal stresses; SHmax and Shmin
(Figure 3).

Figure 2. Stress Coordinate Transformation

Figure 2 Stress(Zoback
Coordinate
Transformation (Zoback 2007).
2007).

Constitutive Laws of Deformation
Fundamentally, a constitutive law describes the
deformation of a rock in response to an applied
stress or vice versa (Figure 4). Best known mechanical behavior is elasticity. If the material is elastic,
the object will return to its initial shape and size
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Figure 3. Anderson’s tectonic regime classification
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If you load it slowly, it appears very compliant. Or, if you are passing seismic waves through
If you load it slowly, it appears very compliant. Or, if you are passing seismic waves through
the rock, high frequency waves would see a very stiff rock, and very low frequency waves
the rock, high frequency waves would see a very stiff rock, and very low frequency waves
would see a very soft rock.
would see a very soft rock.
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Figure 4 Common
mechanical
the rocks
(Zoback
2007).2007).
Figure
4. Commonbehaviors
mechanical of
behaviors
of the
rocks (Zoback
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Viscoelastic rock is one in which the deformation in response to an applied stress or strain is

failure line are not allowed because failure of the rock would have occurred prior to the rock
having achieved such a stress state.
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failure line are not allowed because failure of the rock
having achieved such a stress state.

Figure 5. Uniaxial compressive test and Linearized Mohr-Coulomb
Failure Envelope
(Zoback
Figure 5 Uniaxial
compressive
test2007).
and Linearized Mo
Figure 5 Uniaxial compressive test and Linearized Mohr-Coulomb Failure Envelope (Zoback
Thus, it is important to accurately predict: (i) how pressures and give a more complete picture of the
2007).
failure defining an empirical Mohr–Coulomb
they will2007).
compact with depletion (especially as re- rock’s
lated to compaction drive); (ii) what the effects of failure envelope that describes failure of the rock at
compaction will be on reservoir properties (such as different confining pressures.
In the Figure 5, μi, the slope of the failure line, termed
the
internal
friction.
In
thecoefficient
Figure
5,ofstates
μi,
the(as
slope
of The
the failure
line, termed
Allowable
stress
described
permeability); and (iii) what the effects will be on the
Figure
5 Uniaxial
compressive
test by
andMohr
Linearized Mo
surrounding formations (such as surface subsid- circles) are those that do not intersect the Mohr–
failure line’s intercept when σ3 = 0 is called S0, the cohesive strength (or cohesion), as is
σ3 = 0thatis decalled S0, the
failurefailure
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ence and induced faulting).
2007).
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rock failure
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the can
failure
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written
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In the Figure 5, μi, the slope of the failure line, termed
shown in Eq.1.
conditions under which solid materials fail under because failure of the rock would have occurred prishown in Eq.1.
the action of external loads. The failure of a material or to the rock having achieved such a stress state.
σ3 = 0 is called S0, the
failure line’s intercept when
Eq.1
In the Figure 5, μi, the slope
of the failure line,
is usually classified into brittle failure (fracture) or
ductile failure (yield). Depending on the conditions termed the coefficient of internal friction. The failure
common
soil σmechanics.
In Sthis
interceptinwhen
= 0 is called
, thecase,
cohe-the lineariz
(such as temperature, state of stress, loading rate) line’s
3
0
Effective Stress and Pore Pressure
most materials can fail in a brittle or ductile manner sive strength (or cohesion), as is common in soil
shown inInEq.1.
this case, the linearized Mohr failure
or both. However, for most practical situations, a mechanics.
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In mathematical
terms,
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Effective
Stress
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stressfailure
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acting
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to Eq.2, Effective
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ical definition of a “failed” state is not easily quan- theFor
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meant the
calculated stre
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(u). from two paramacting
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a soil pressure
is calculated
tified and several working definitions are in use in (σ’)and
8 the(u).
total stress
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the engineering community. In petroleum industry, eters,
causing
displacements.
represents
average stress
							
it is common to use Mohr circles and Mohr failure
envelopes.
					
to Eq.2, Effective stress (σ') actingEq.2
on a soil is calculat
In a uniaxial compressive test, a circular cylinder
of rock is compressed parallel to its longitudinal axis,
Pore pressure is an important factor in geomeand
pore water pressure (u).
and axial and radial displacements are measured chanics since it has a big impact on stress mag(Figure 5). The elastic properties; Young Modulus, nitudes in rocks. It can be inferred from Terzaghi’s
Poisson’s ratio and uniaxial compressive strength effective stress relationship in Eq. 2 that stress
in particular; may then be computed. Triaxial tests magnitudes are dependent upon pore pressure.
make the same measurements at different confining The more pore pressure exist in the rock, the less
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fective principal stress (which defines the size of the Mohr circle) decreases withFigure
increasing

ore pressure at the same depth.

Mechanical properties gathered from core me

Türkmencontinuou
On the other hand, wire-line logs provide

Figure 6. Dependency of stress magnitudes upon
igure 6 Dependency
stress magnitudes
pore pressure (Zoback 2007).
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pressure
(Zobackupon
2007).

and are only available at some of the depth zones
ofyields
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wells.measurement of rock strength or
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But, no logging
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a di- measur
interpretation
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rect measurement of rock strength or in-situ stress.
This
has the
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interpretation
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derive
elastic
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of rock.
Because there
that combine direct measurements with sonic and
density logs to derive the elastic properties of rock.
measurements to rock strength, using the laborator
Because there is no unifying theory that relates log
measurements to rock strength, using the laboraderived to obtain the desired rock strength parameters
tory core data, empirical correlations are derived to
obtain the desired rock strength parameters from
3 derived
& Eq. 4).
log
elastic properties (Eq. 3 & Eq. 4).

effective pressure will be exerted on the skeleton,
since most of the total stress is compensated by
(( )
pore pressure (Figure 6).
ccurately predicting
how
a
reservoir
rock
will
behave
geomechanically
requires
detailed
Another important aspect is that, in terms of
frictional
faulting
theory,
as pore
pressure
nowledge of the formation’s
mechanical
strength
and the
way thatincreasrock will fail. Laboratory(( )
es (and effective stress decreases), the difference
easurements on
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used to gather
strengtheffective
data as shown
between
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androck
minimum
prin- in the Figure 7.
cipal stress (which defines the size of the Mohr cirhey provide valuable direct measurements but they are expensive to acquire and are only
cle) decreases with increasing pore pressure at the
(
same
depth.
vailable at some of the depth zones of some of the wells.

Mechanical Stratigraphy

Mechanical Stratigraphy
Accurately predicting how a reservoir rock will
behave geomechanically requires detailed knowledge of the formation’s mechanical strength and the
way that rock will fail. Laboratory measurements on
cores may be used to gather rock strength data as
shown in the Figure 7. They provide valuable direct
measurements but they are expensive to acquire

)

Eq. 3
)

)

Eq. 4

Insitu Stress Determination
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9

Utilizing observations of wellbore failures like
drilling induced fractures and borehole breakouts,
Utilizing
observations
wellbore stresses
failures like dr
one
can estimate
orientationsofof horizontal
(Figure 8a). Although this phenomenon is discussed
inbreakouts,
the next chapters,
it is estimate
always necessary
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one can
orientations
of horizon
in mind that the breakouts occur in the direction of
insitu
minimum horizontal
stress
while
drilling
in- it is al
phenomenon
is discussed
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next
chapters,
duced fractures are generated in the direction of
insitu maximum horizontal stress.
Determination of the magnitude of least prinbreakouts occur in the direction
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cipal stress, Shmin is possible from hydrofracs in
reservoirs or extended leak-off tests at casing set
fractures are generated inpoints.
the direction
of insitu
maximum
horizontal
A schematic
mini-frac
or extended
leak-offstress.

Figure 7. Mechanical properties gathered from Figure 8a. Borehole breakouts as an indication of
core measurements (Jiménez
2007)
minimumas
horizontal
stress (Rockware
2014) horizontal
Figure
8a. Borehole breakouts
an indication
of minimum

cal properties gathered from core measurements (Jiménez 2007)
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e seen in the Figure 8b.
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Figure 9. Stress polygon limiting possible stress
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used method in the petroleum industry [27]. Eaton’s equation, published in 1969, is a classic
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From
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Dominant Failure Mechanisms
WORKFLOW
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Brittle, ductile,
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normal MODELING
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normal or
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ed to the
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Mechanical
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and
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through anpressures
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seismic,
cores,pressures
etc.
(MEMs) should be built. MEM is a numerical representation of reservoir properties

empirically determined exponent.
Geomechanical Modeling Workflow
6
(
) ( ) or even 3D Eq.
Eq. 6 data related
style (Ostadhassan
2012).
MEM contains
To carry out
a complete
geomechanical
study, to the roc
as a first step, Mechanical Earth Models (MEMs)

mechanisms,
in-situ stresses,
stratigraphy
structure
of the reservoir (Sa
is predicted
formation
should be
built. MEMand
is ageologic
numerical
representation
ρ/D isρ/D
predicted
formation
pressure
(
)pressure
( gradient
)gradient
Eq.
6

S/D is the overburden stress gradient
of reservoir properties in 1D, 2D or even 3D style
2009;
Sayers
et
al.
2007;
Plumb et al.
2000;
Plumb
et al. 2004).
As aforemention
the normal stress
pore pressure
(Ostadhassan
2012).
MEM
contains
data related
S/D isP/D
then is
overburden
gradientgradient
ρ/D
is the
predicted
formation shale
pressure
gradient
Δtn is
normal hydrostatic
travel
time
to the rock failure mechanisms, in-situ stresses,
Δt
is
the
observed
shale
travel
time
stratigraphy and geologic structure of the reservoir
normal pore pressure gradient
P/Dn is the
o
S/D
the overburden
stress gradient
E is is
Eaton’s
empirically determined
exponent
(Sayers et al. 2009; Sayers et al. 2007; Plumb et al.

Δtn is the normal hydrostatic shale travel time
12 n is the normal pore pressure gradient
P/D
Δto is the observed shale travel time
Δtn is the normal hydrostatic shale travel time
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Figure 11 is a summary of the effects of HC pro2000; Plumb et al. 2004). As aforementioned, MEM
can and should be built any time in the production duction on reservoir rock behavior. As it can be seen
there
a loop in the process.
stage.
willtime
be in
also
with new
information
n and should be
built Itany
the upgraded
production stage.
It will
be also upgraded
withisnew
anytime when drilling is in progress and later during
formation anytime when drilling is in progress and later during the production. Figure 10
Coupled Reservoir Simulations
the production. Figure 10 depicts the flowchart for
Coupling the 3D MEMs to reservoir simulation
constructing
a
proper
MEM.
epicts the flowchart for constructing a proper MEM.
incorporates time into the geomechanics modeling,
transforming them to 4D (Bourgeois and Koutsabeloulis 2007; Dutta et al. 2011; Hossam et al. 2011;
Masoudi et al. 2012). To simulate the dynamic behavior of a reservoir taking all these factors into
consideration, it is necessary to perform two-way
coupled reservoir geomechanical modeling that
simulates the interaction between stress, pressure
and permeability (Hossam et al. 2011). This is done
by linking a reservoir simulator to a mechanical
simulator (Figure 12). In two-way coupling, on one
hand, pressure change affects the change in effective stress, which leads to strain changes. On the
other hand, strain change modifies permeability or
Figure 10. Mechanical Earth Model (MEM) flowtransmissibility, which leads to pressure redistribuchart Earth
(Ostadhassan
2012)
gure 10 Mechanical
Model (MEM)
flowchart (Ostadhassan 2012)
tion.

he workflow for construction
of a MEM
could be summarized
as below:
The workflow
for construction
of a MEM
could be
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Time-lapse seismic methods have proven successful in evaluating changes in reservoirs caused
summarized as below:
by production. Accurate modeling of compaction-re1. acting
To evaluate
the acting
To evaluate the
forces on objective
areaforces
(gravity on
and objective
tectonic stresses)
lated time shifts requires combining geomechanics
area (gravity and tectonic stresses)
To assess the2.
rock
with full-waveform simulation of seismic data (Smith
Tostrength
assess the rock strength
and Tsvankin 2012).
3.
To
calculate
resulting
stress
field
To calculate resulting stress field
4. To use the constitutive laws to relate stress
To use the
constitutive
laws to relate stress field and strain
field
and strain
5. To state boundary conditions for stresses and
To state boundary conditions for stresses and strains
strains
6. failure
To identify
To identify the
mode the failure mode
7. To determine the mud weight window and
To determine the mud weight window and calculate the best mud density
calculate the best mud density
8. To to
define
to control of instability
To define activities
controlactivities
of instability

gure 11 is a summary of the effects of HC production on reservoir rock behavior. As it can

e seen there is a loop in the process.
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Figure 12. Reservoir simulation process linked to a
Figure 11. Effects of HC Production on Reservoir
Figure 12 Reservoir simulation process linked to a geomechanical simulator (Hossam et al.
geomechanical simulator (Hossam et al. 2011).
Rock Behavior

Figure 11 Effects of HC Production on Reservoir Rock Behavior

2011).

Coupled Reservoir Simulations
CASE STUDIES
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Coupling the 3D MEMs to reservoir simulation incorporates time into the geomechanics

13

In this section various application areas of geomechanics in different reservoir problems are

modeling, transforming them to 4D (Bourgeois and Koutsabeloulis 2007; Dutta et al. 2011;
considered.

creation and maintenance of sand arches (Figure 13). An arch is a hem
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creation
and maintenance
of sand
arches (Figure
Case Studies interlocking sand grains that
is stable
at constant
drawdown
and flow rate
In this section various application areas of geo- 13). An arch is a hemispherical cap of interlocking
mechanics in different reservoir problems are con- sand grains that is stable at constant drawdown and
movement. Changes in flow
rate or production shut-in may result in coll
flow rate, preventing sand movement. Changes in
sidered.
flow rate or production shut-in may result in collapse
until
new arch
of the
archacausing
sand forms.
to be produced until a new
Geomechanics in causing sand to be produced
arch forms.
Unconsolidated Formations
In the unconsolidated formations, basic geomechanics related problems are sand production,
wellbore stability, surface subsidence, reservoir
compaction and decrease in reservoir permeability
within time. All of these problems are highly related
to geomechanical properties of the reservoir.

Sanding
Sanding or sand production is one of the challenging issues in the production engineering. Accurately predicting sand production potential requires
detailed knowledge of the formation’s mechanical
properties and the in-situ earth stresses. Low inherent rock strength, high naturally existing earth
stresses, additional stress due to drilling or production are
the main reasons
for sanding or Decrease
sand proReservoir
Compaction
/ Permeability
Figure 13. Arch formed during the production of unduction [38] (Carlson et al., 1992).
(Carlson
al.1992)
In totally unconsolidated
formations,
it
may
be
Figure 13 Arch formed consolidated
during theformations
production
ofetunconsolidated
format
triggered
during
the
first
flow
of
the
formation
fluProlonged or rapid production of oil, gas, and formation water causes subsurface formation
Reservoir Compaction / Permeability Decrease
id due to drag from the fluid or gas turbulence. In
al.1992)
Prolonged or rapid production of oil, gas, and
better cemented rocks, sanding may be induced by
pressures
to decline.
Therate,lowered
porepropressures
thesubsurface
effective
stress
formationincrease
water causes
formation
pres-of the
fluctuations
in production
onset of water
duction, changes in gas/liquid ratio, reduced reser- sures to decline. The lowered pore pressures increase therocks.
effectiveMostly,
stress of the
overburden,
which has a
voir pressure
or subsidence.
In unconsolidated
for- reservoir
overburden,
which
causes compaction
of the
this
compaction
mations sanding can be triggered with the first flow. causes compaction of the reservoir rocks. Mostly,
In better cemented rocks, factors like fluctuations in this compaction has a decreasing effect on reserdecreasing
effect
reservoir
properties
like
porosity
and permeability
(Figure
14).(Figure
voir properties
like porosity and
permeability
production
rateon
or the
other factors
here could
damage the perforation cavity stability by preventing the 14).

Figure 14. Decrease in reservoir porosity related to reservoir compaction (Goulty 2009)
TÜRKİYE
PETROL JEOLOGLARI
DERNEĞİ
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Figure1414 Decrease in reservoir porosity related to reservoir
compaction
(Goulty
2009)

Figure 14 Decrease in reservoir porosity related to reservoir compaction (Goulty 2009)
Türkmen

Reservoir
Compaction
/ Surface
Subsidence
Reservoir
Compaction
/ Surface
Subsidenceunder relatively high pressure has been bearing the
Where subsidence and fault reactivation occur weight of the overlying layers. As it was produced,
in wetland areas, the wetlands typically are sub- a growing share of the burden had to be carried by
Where
subsidence
and fault
in wetland
thetake
wetlands
the chalk
– whichareas,
failed to
the load.typically are
merged
and changed
to open
waterreactivation
causing the occur
In 1974, the 2/4-T concrete storage tank was inloss of these wetlands or stability risks on the sursubmerged
and 15).
changed to open water causing
the on
lossEkofisk.
of these
wetlands
or stability
risks on
stalled
It took
a decade
before people
face structures
(Figure
Seabed and the platform subsidence on Ekofisk began to ask why the lowest openings in its shield

the surface structures (Figure 15).

Figure 15.
15 Schematic
Schematicview
view(USGS.
(USGS.
2014)
surface
photo (Underground mining (hard rock).
Figure
2014)
andand
surface
photo
(Underground mining (hard rock). 2015) of surface subsidence.
2015) of surface subsidence.

is the best known example of this phenomenon wall were disappearing. This confirmed that subsid(Mathiesen and Gundersen 2008). It was first rec- ence was happening, although it was not the first18
d the platform
subsidence
on the
Ekofisk
is ofthe
bestopenknowntime
example
ofa phenomenon
this
that such
had been recorded in
ognized
in 1984, when
number
visible
ings in the protective tank wall had been reduced connection with oil, gas or coal production. The spen (Mathiesen
Gundersen
firstNorwegian
recognized cial
in 1984,
the however, was that its instalfeaturewhen
of Ekofisk,
fromand
five-six
to four. 2008).
Figure It
16was
is from
lations had subsided by three meters in 13 years.
Petroleum Museum.
visible openings
in reservoir
the protective
tank
wall consists
had beenlargely
reduced
five-six
four.research program devoted tens
joint to
chalk
The
rock on
Ekofisk
of from The
chalk, which is extremely porous in some zones up of millions of krones to mechanical tests of the ress from Norwegian
Petroleum
to 50 percent.
UntilMuseum.
the first production in 1971, oil ervoir rocks. Modelling of rock properties and future production plans were then applied to predict
the future course of the subsidence. Each forecast
showed that the rate of sinking would decline in the
near future. But it was finally recognized that the
models were wrong – and the problem continued.
More intensive research over the past decade into
the interaction between pore filling and rock stability has improved theoretical understanding of the
mechanism of chalk compression. Water injection
is used today as the primary means of preventing
such compression. The seabed on Ekofisk is still
sinking, but at only 20 centimeters a year. Total subsidence so far has been measured at almost nine
meters. Ekofisk is not the only Norwegian field to
suffer from this phenomenon. It has been recorded
on Eldfisk, Valhall and West Ekofisk. All these reservoirs comprise the same weak reservoir rocks and
a similar geological structure between the hydrocarFigure 16. The 2/4-T concrete storage tank which
bon-bearing formations and the seabed.
has sunk more than 3 meters in 13 years

The 2/4-T concrete storage tank which has sunk more than 3 meters in 13 years
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oir rock on Ekofisk consists largely of chalk, which is extremely porous in some
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fractured carbonate reservoirs, are very heterogeGeomechanics in Naturally
neous in terms of formation properties and fracture
Fractured Reservoirs (NFRs)
In naturally fractured reservoirs geomechan- distribution. For example, fractures exist over a
ics has found applications in many areas, such as wide range of scales from micro fissures to kilomefault-reactivation, early water breakthrough, breach- ter-sized structures in the form of fracture corridors
ing in cap-rock integrity and changes in reservoir (Bush 2010).
After describing this complex phenomenon in a
permeability. Most work on fractures/faults and fluid flow treats the fracture/fault network as a static simple conceptual or in a detailed DFN model like
thethis
one
takenphenomenon
from a study
Golder
Assoc.orin
system having a fixed transmissibility. Recently,
After describing
complex
in aby
simple
conceptual
in Figa detailed DFN mo
however, it has been recognized that flow is greatly ure 18, what we will consider will be to define the
like usuthe one taken
study by Golder
Assoc. in Figureof
18,these
what we
will consider will
flow from
anda mechanical
characteristics
fracenhanced in critically stressed fractures/faults,
d and Characterize Fracture Systems
ally identified on the basis of their orientation
with tures.
to define the flow and mechanical characteristics of these fractures.
respect to the in-situ stress field (Barton et al. 1995;
actures and
faultsetare
primary
hydrocarbon migration and
Zoback
al. the
1996).
In thepathways
fields withforwater/gas
flooding applications, reservoir depletion/injection
in manycauses
reservoirs.
Unfortunately,
they can
act as channels for water
changes
in effective stress
that also
may trigger
formation deformations, such as propagation of exgh and gasisting
coning.
Knowledge of
these
fractures
andfractures/
their conductivities in relation
fractures/faults
and
initiation
of new
faults (Zhang and Sanderson 2002).

resses helps reservoir engineers and geoscientists to optimize reservoir and well

Understand and Characterize
Fracture Systems
Natural fractures and faults are the primary pathnowledge of
the for
extent,
orientation,
and permeability
sensitivity
ways
hydrocarbon
migration
and production
in of fracture systems
many reservoirs. Unfortunately, they can also act as Figure 18. A Full Field Discrete Fracture Network
rs are essential
for well
trajectory
and completions
So as Field
a first step we
channels
for water
breakthrough
and gasplanning.
coning.
Figure
18 A Full
Model Discrete Fracture Network Model
Knowledge of these fractures and their conductivaracterize ities
fracture
patterntowhether
it is a helps
connected
network
in relation
rock stresses
reservoir
en- or consist of mainly
Development of Dual-permeability Models
Development of Dual-permeability Models
gineers and geoscientists to optimize reservoir and
orridors, unconnected
fractures or nonconductive or close fracturesGeostresses
(Figure 17).
acting influence
on natural
fractures
well performance.
Geostresses currently acting on currently
natural fractures
their
permeabilities and th
Detailed knowledge of the extent, orientation, influence their permeabilities and their potential to
reservoirs, particularly fractured carbonate reservoirs,potential
are very heterogeneous
in regime acting in a reservoir and the orientations of a
recent
stress
slip.The
The
recent
stress regime acting in a reservoir
and permeability sensitivity of fracture systems in to slip.
and
the
orientations
of any fracture set in relation
reservoirs are essential for well trajectory and
comfracture set
in relationexist
to these
stresses
ormation properties and fracture distribution. For example,
fractures
over
a is a major control on the permeability anisotropy of
pletions planning. So as a first step we need to char- to these stresses is a major control on the permefractured reservoirs
(Figure 19). Apart
from describing rock stresses and rock mechani
ability
fracture
pattern
whether it is astructures
connected
e of scales acterize
from micro
fissures
to kilometer-sized
in the
formanisotropy
of fractureof the fractured reservoirs (Figure
network or consist of mainly fracture corridors, un- 19). Apart from describing rock stresses and rock
properties as in any geomechanical job, in fractured reservoirs, data coming from image a
connected fractures or nonconductive or close frac- mechanical properties as in any geomechanical job,
Bush 2010).
fractured
data coming
from image
andpermeability a
tures (Figure 17). Fractured reservoirs, particularly
acoustic logsinare
used toreservoirs,
quantify properties
like fracture
aperture,
acoustic logs are used to quantify properties like
conductivity sequentially.
fracture aperture, permeability and conductivity sequentially.
Besides these undisturbed
properties
of reservoir
condition,
as production beg
Besides these
undisturbed
properties
of reseras production
permeabilities
permeabilitiesvoir
willcondition,
begin to change
over the lifebegins
of a field.
Sometimes critically stress
will begin to change over the life of a field. Somefractures, as times
in this critically
study, serve
as highly
efficient pathways
fluid flow if they
stressed
fractures,
as in thisforstudy,
serve as highly efficient pathways for fluid flow if
activated with changing stress state in the reservoir.
they are activated with changing stress state in the
reservoir.
Unconnected natural fractures can become connected during production activities in consequence
of depletion-induced reservoir compaction or injecFigure 17. Common fracture patterns observed in
tion-induced fracture propagation or both. In addioutcropspatterns
(Bush 2010).
Common fracture
observed in outcrops (Bush 2010).

ce.
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Isotropic Permeability
Radial Drainage

√

√

Anisotropic Permeability

Türkmen

Elliptical Drainage

Figure 19 Description of anisotropic permeability (Teufel 2014).
a
Unconnected natural fractures can become connected during production
activities in
b
consequence of depletion-induced reservoir compaction or injection-induced fracture
Isotropic
Permeability
Anisotropic Permeability
propagation
or both. In addition, nonconductive
√natural fractures can become conductive as a
√
Radial Drainage
Elliptical Drainage
result of reservoir deformation. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of fracture permeability

Figure
Description
of anisotropic
permeability
(Teufel
Figure
Description
anisotropic
permeability
2014).
plays 19
a 19.
crucial
role inofreservoir
performance
and(Teufel
management
(Fischer2014).
and Henk 2013).
Unconnected natural fractures can become connected during production activities in
consequence of depletion-induced reservoir compaction or injection-induced fracture
propagation or both. In addition, nonconductive natural fractures can become conductive as a
result of reservoir deformation. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of fracture permeability
plays a crucial role in reservoir performance and management (Fischer and Henk 2013).

Figure
Critically
stressed
fractures
identified
aftermodeling
a stressstudy
modeling
Figure 2020.
Critically
stressed
fractures
identified
after a stress
(Fischer and
study (Fischer and Henk 2013).
Henk 2013).

tion, nonconductive natural fractures can become
conductive as a result of reservoir deformation.
Therefore, the dynamic behavior of fracture permeability plays a crucial role in reservoir performance
and management (Fischer and Henk 2013).

generation in fault-controlled reservoirs,
as local
23
stress reorientations are seen up to 90 degrees relative to the regional trend. This means a huge deterioration of regional stress state near faults or near
some big fracture swarms.
Capa rock
be an issue
Figure 20 Critically stressed fractures identified after
stressintegrity
modeling could
study (Fischer
and for any kind
When depletion or injection occurs, pressure of reservoir but in NFRs because that we already
Henk 2013).
changes can lead
to stress changes that further have faults and fractures this is a more likely situamodify the apertures, and hence, the permeabilities, tion and needs to be investigated. 23
of the fractures. Such changes can be dynamic over
When there are faults and fractures, the initial
the life of a field, meaning that fracture permeabil- stresses within the reservoir and the surrounding
ities and preferred flow directions can change with formations won’t be uniformly distributed. Where
depletion and injection. This type of dual-permeabil- the stress exceeds the strength, plastic strains are
ity reservoir models developed on the basis of the expected. In this case, the stress state in such reproposed fracture models improve reservoir simu- gions prior to production will be close to or at a critlations.
ical stress state, at which a relatively small effective stress change due to depletion/injection might
Challenges in Geomechanical
damage the formation and trigger fault reactivation
Studies in NFRs
if there are faults nearby.
An important aspect in highly fractured and faultIn the study in Figure 21a, map view of initial
ed fields is modified stress magnitudes and orienta- porosity distribution prior to production in a resertions. This is one of the biggest challenges in MEM voir layer is seen. Although there is an equilibrium
THE BULLETIN OF TURKISH ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS
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a

b

field stresses, there is a stress concentration around the well. This is illustrated
c

d

bunching up of stress trajectories at the azimuth of Shmin, which indicates strongly am

compressive stress. In contrast, the spreading out of stress trajectories at the azimuth of
Figure 21. a) Initial porosity distribution – b) Initial computed plastic Strains – c) computed plastic strains
after 313 days of production - d) Computed plastic strains after 2278 days of production
indicates a decrease in compressive stress.
(Koutsabeloulis
and porosity
Zhang 2009)
distribution – b. Initial computed plastic Strains – c. computed plastic
Figure
21 a. Initial

strains after 313 days of production - d. Computed plastic strains after 2278 days of production
state in stress and
and Zhang
pore pressure
(Koutsabeloulis
2009) prior to production, a relatively small change in effective stress due
to depletion
and/or injection exist in the formation
Wellbore
Geomechanics
in those regions with developed plastic strains that
were associated with relatively higher porosity. A
stressstability
state in such
areas might
existobjective
prior
Incritical
wellbore
assessments,
prior
to production.

is to estimate formation elastic properties

which will lead to an accurate stress analysis and can prevent future financial losses. Drilling

Wellbore Geomechanics
In wellbore stability assessments, prior objective
through
the formation will cause stress alteration around the borehole and even in a radius
is to estimate formation elastic properties which will
lead to an accurate stress analysis and can prevent
Figure
22. Stress
perturbation prior
aroundtoa wellbore
into
thefinancial
formation,
consequently
changes
should
be simulated
drilling
future
losses. Drilling
through thethese
formation
Figure 22 Stress perturbation
around a wellbore (Kirsch 1898).
(Kirsch 1898).
will cause stress alteration around the borehole and
(Ostadhassan
2012).
even in a radius
into the formation, consequently trajectories at the azimuth of Shmin, which indicates
concentration
around amplified
the wellbore
is totally independent
of the elastic moduli
these changes should be simulated Stress
prior to
drilling strongly
compressive
stress. In contrast,
(Ostadhassan 2012).
the spreading out of stress trajectories at the aziFor
this
reason,
the of
manner
inindicates
which
are concentrated
around wellbore do
Wellbore
stability
when
the
wellmuth
diameter
the stresses
bit
sizes
and
it remains
Wellbore
stabilityisismaintained
maintained rock.
when
the
well
SHmaxfits
a decrease
in compressive
diameter fits the bit sizes and it remains constant stress.
vary from formation to formation. Moreover, it is independent of the wellbore radius. S
while drilling.
contrast In
to contrast
this, geomechanical
Stress concentration
is toconstant
whileIndrilling.
to this, geomechanical
instabilityaround
refersthetowellbore
mechanical
instability refers to mechanical conditions
such
as
tally
the elastic
moduli of the
rock.the wellbore Z
the in situ stress state
andindependent
pore pressureofcontrols
this perturbation
around
wellbore collapse or failure. In general wellbore in- For this reason, the manner in which stresses are
conditions such as wellbore collapse or failure. In general wellbore instability is related to
stability is related to drill pipe sticking,
tight spots, concentrated around wellbore does not vary from
2007).
caving production wellbore collapse and unsched- formation to formation. Moreover, it is independent
drill
pipe sticking, tight spots, caving production wellbore collapse and unscheduled
uled sidetracks, these conditions are mostly caused of the wellbore radius. So only the in situ stress
Mathematically, the effective stresses around a vertical wellbore of radius R are descr
by unknown rock mechanics and lead to increased state and pore pressure controls this perturbation
sidetracks,
are operations.
mostly caused around
by unknown
rock
mechanics
and lead to
costs duringthese
drillingconditions
and completion
the wellbore
(Zoback
2007).
σzz are these transformed comp
terms of a cylindrical
coordinate
system.
σθθ and
Mathematically, the effective stresses around a
Stress
Concentration
Around
a
Vertical
Well
vertical
wellbore
radius R are described in terms
increased costs during drilling andstresses
completion
operations.
or so-called
compressive
hoopofstresses.
As described by Kirsch in 1898 (Kirsch 1898), of a cylindrical coordinate system. σθθ and σzz are
the creation of a cylindrical opening (like a wellbore) these transformed compressive stresses or soIn Figure 23, extremely large variations in σθθ is seen with position or azimuth arou
causes
the stress trajectories
to bend
in such Well
a way called compressive hoop stresses.
Stress
Concentration
Around
a Vertical
as to be parallel and perpendicular to
the
wellbore
In Figure
23, extremely
large variations
σθθ is
well. σzz varies in a similar
manner
but the variations
are much inmore
low. Also, the
wall because it is a free surface which cannot sustain seen with position or azimuth around the well. σzz
Asshear
described
Kirsch
in 1898 concentration
(Kirsch
1898),
the creation
of atomanner
cylindrical
opening
(likeareprincipal
a
traction by
(Figure
22). Moreover,
as the material
varies
in
a respect
similar
but the
variations
is symmetric
with
the direction
of the
horizontal
stres
removed is no longer available to support far-field much more low. Also, the stress concentration is
wellbore)
causes
the stress
trajectories
in such
way to
asthe
todirection
be parallel
and
stresses, there
is a stress
concentration
aroundto
the bend
symmetric
witharespect
of the horwell. This is illustrated by the bunching up of stress izontal principal stresses.

perpendicular to the wellbore wall because it is a free surface which cannot sustain shear
18
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traction (Figure 22). Moreover, as the material removed is no longer available to support far-

Türkmen

Figure 23 Variation of hook stresses with position around the well (Zoback 2007).
It is obvious that compressive failure of the wellbore wall is most likely to occur in the area of
maximum compressive hoop stress (at the azimuth of Shmin) or 90° from the direction of
SHmax, if the stress concentration exceeds the rock strength (Bell and Gough 1979; Zoback et

al.1985).
In the Figure
25a, the principal stresses at the point of maximum stress concentration (θ = 0,
σθθ, σrr and σzz around the vertical wellbore are calculated
180°) areEffective
drawnprincipal
on the stresses,
Mohr diagram.
We see that the strength of the rock is exceeded with
according to the given values of pore pressure and rock strength parameters listed below and

the given cohesion and internal friction angles. So the rock on the wellbore wall is expected to
they are drawn as a function of azimuth in the Figure 24.

Figure 23. Variation of hook stresses with position around the well (Zoback 2007).

Figure
23 Variation
of hook
stresses
with position
around the
well (Zoback
fail.
In the Figure
25.b,
the required
rock strength
to inhibit
failure 2007).
is drawn. Dark colors
SHmax = 90 MPa

represents
regions
with high °stress
concentrations. The zone of failure around the wellbore
It is obvious
that
compressive
N90 E of the wellbore wall is most likely to occur in the area of
Orientation
of SHmax =failure
wall for
the assumedhoop
rockstress
strength
signed
by the
line.
is the
90°This
from
the expected
direction zone
of of
maximum
compressive
(at isthe
azimuth
of contour
Shmin) or
Sv = 88.2 MPa (depth 3213m)
. Between
the contour
line and
formation with
a width
givenstrength
by WBO
Shmin =concentration
51.5 MPa
, if thebreakout
stress
exceeds
the rock
(Bell
and Gough
1979; Zoback
et the
SHmaxinitial
wellbore wall,
failure
of even stronger rocks would have been expected (the scale indicates
= 31.5 MPa
Pp = Pmud
al.1985).
the magnitude
of rock strength required to inhibit failure). Lower rock strength would result in
C0 =45 MPa, μi =1.0
Effective principal stresses, σθθ, σrr and σzz around the vertical wellbore are calculated
larger
failure effective
zone. principal stresses, σθθ, σrr and σzz around a vertical wellbore according to the
Figurea 24.
Calculated
Figure
24
Calculated
effective
σrr a
and
σzz around
a vertical wellbore
θθ, as
given
values
on
the
left
and
representation
of
thesestresses,
stresses
function
of azimuth
according to the given
values
of poreprincipal
pressure
and σrock
strength
parameters
listed below and
according to the given values on the left and representation of these stresses as a function of

they are drawn
as a function of azimuth in the Figure 24.
a azimuth

b
27

SHmax = 90 MPa
Orientation of SHmax = N90°E
Sv = 88.2 MPa (depth 3213m)
Shmin
51.5
MPa
Figure
25.= a)
Mohr
circle representation of three principal stresses at the wellbore wall at the point of maximum stress concentration (θ = 0, 180°) b) Required rock strength to inhibit failure

Figure 25 a. Mohr circle representation of three principal stresses at the wellbore wall at the

Pmud = 31.5
MPa
p=
ItPis
obvious
that compressive
failure of the well- rameters listed below and they are drawn as a funcbore wall is most likely to occur in the area of max- tion of azimuth in the Figure 24.
Figure
the principal
stresses to
at the
imum point
compressive
hoop stress
(at concentration
the azimuth of (θ = In
of maximum
stress
0,the
180°)
b. 25a,
Required
rock strength
inhibit
C
=45
MPa,
μ
=1.0
0
i
Shmin) or 90° from the direction of SHmax, if the stress point of maximum stress concentration (θ = 0, 180°)
concentration exceeds the rock strength (Bell and are drawn on the Mohr diagram. We see that the
Goughfailure
1979; Zoback et al.1985).
strength of the rock is exceeded with the given coEffective
principal
stresses,
σ
,
σ
and
σ
around
hesion
internal
So the
rock on
θθ
rrprincipal
zz
Figure 24 Calculated effective
stresses,
σθθ, and
σrr and
σzz friction
aroundangles.
a vertical
wellbore
the vertical wellbore are calculated according to the the wellbore wall is expected to fail. In the Figure
So
in to
order
to maintain
wellbore
wetheshould
the width
breakouts
according
the
values
on
the
leftstability,
and
ofcontrol
these
as
a of
function
given
values
of
poregiven
pressure
and rock
strength
pa- representation
25b,
required
rock stresses
strength
to inhibit
failureofis by

azimuth
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should control the width of breakouts by controlling
drilling mud weight since it is the only parameter
that we can change in the system. But of course
we have to quantify other parameters properly to be
able determine safe mud window for our well. As a
rule of thumb, an angle of 90 degrees for the breakouts is found to be the limit for wellbore stability by
many operators.
From geomechanical point of view, stable mud
window keeps borehole safe against drilling induced tensile fractures or stuck pipes which happen
due to high mud weight as well as breakouts which
result from low mud weight (Al-Ajmi and Zimmerman 2006). Safe and stable mud weight windows
Figure 26. Breakout growth when the initial breakout are shown in the Figure 27 (Abdideh and Fathabadi
26 Breakoutsize
growth
when thesmall
initial(<60°,
breakout
size well
is relatively
small (<60°,
stable well
2013).
is relatively
stable
or breakout)
The processes that control the initiation of tenand when it is relatively large (∼120°, unstable well
kout) and when
it is relatively
large2007).
(∼120°, unstable well or washout) (Zoback
2007).
sile wall
fractures are also very important for unor washout)
(Zoback
derstanding the initiation of hydraulic fractures. Of
drawn. Dark colors represents regions with high course, if hydraulic fracturing occurs unintentionally
eomechanical
pointconcentrations.
of view, stable mud
borehole
safe against
during drilling due to excessively high mud weights,
stress
The window
zone ofkeeps
failure
around
the wellbore wall for the assumed rock strength lost circulation can occur. This is another serious
d tensile fractures or stuck pipes which happen due to high mud weight
as well as
is signed by the contour line. This is the expected problem during drilling, especially in areas of severe
overpressure.
zone from
of initial
formation
withand
a width
given 2006).
uts which result
lowbreakout
mud weight
(Al-Ajmi
Zimmerman
Safe and
In the Figure 28, we see the results of a study in
by WBO. Between the contour line and the wellbore
failure
eveninstronger
rocks
would have
mud weight wall,
windows
areof
shown
the Figure
27 (Abdideh
and been
Fathabadiwhich
2013).stress parameters are calculated through the
expected (the scale indicates the magnitude of well as a log (Gholami et al. 2014). Possible breakrock strength required to inhibit failure). Lower rock out and breakdown zones according to Hoek-Brown
ocesses that control the initiation of tensile wall fractures are also very important for
Failure criterion are determined. This could be done
strength would result in a larger failure zone.
by usingoccurs
different failure criteria.
So in oforder
to maintain
we fracturing
anding the initiation
hydraulic
fractures.wellbore
Of course,stability,
if hydraulic

tionally during drilling due to excessively high mud weights, lost circulation can
This is another serious problem during drilling, especially in areas of severe

ssure.

Figure 28, we see the results of a study in which stress parameters are calculated

h the well as a log (Gholami et al. 2014). Possible breakout and breakdown zones

ng to Hoek-Brown Failure criterion are determined. This could be done by using

nt failure criteria.
29

Figure 27. Safe and stable mud weight windows (Abdideh and Fathabadi 2013).

Figure 27 Safe and stable mud weight windows (Abdideh and Fathabadi 2013).
Also a calculated borehole caliper log can be created by the help of this stress analysis. Safe mud winAlsocan
a calculated
borehole
can be created
the help of this stress analysis. Safe
dow
be defined all
along thecaliper
well bylog
constructing
this kindby
of logs.
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based on the difference between the breakout mud
weight limit and the breakdown mud weight limit.
The mud weight cube is helpful for making decisions with regard to new well trajectories and well
placements. It provides general guidelines in regard
to optimum wellbore direction for different formations and locations of the field (Figure 29).
Geomechanics in
Unconventional Reservoirs
In unconventional or self-sourced reservoirs,
there is an immense necessity for geomechanics
for understanding the effectiveness of multistage
hydraulic fracturing programs and estimating the
size and orientation of fractures induced by fluid
injection. Although the traditional approaches offer the advantage of rapid analysis, neglect of key
features of the natural system (e.g., realistic mechanical stratigraphy, pre-existing natural faults and
fractures, and heterogeneity of in situ stresses) may
render results unrealistic for planning, executing,
and interpreting multimillion-dollar hydraulic stimulation programs.
Mud Weight Maps
Numerical geomechanical modeling provides
a means of including key aspects of natural comAnother study uses the fluid flow-geomechanical
coupled simulation results to construct 3D
plexity in simulations of hydraulic fracturing. A combination of long, horizontal wells (laterals) and agmud weight cubes for a particular field (Hossamgressive
et al. 2012).
The mud
weight
cubes can
be
stimulation
(hydraulic
fracturing
to create
Figure 28. Determination of stable mud weight winnew fractures and connect to existing fractures)
dows
fortoa establish
well usingthe
different
used
widthfailure
of thecriteria
stable(Gholmud weight
window based
on the difference
between
are necessary
economic
recovery
(Gale
Figure ami
28 etDetermination
of stable mud weight windows
for aforwell
usingfluid
different
failure
al. 2014).
et al. 2014; Bodziak et al. 2014; Busetti, Jiao and
the breakout mud weight limit and the breakdown
mud weight
limit. The
weight
cubeImber
is
Reches
2014; Busetti
andmud
Reches
2014;
criteria (Gholami et al. 2014).
et al. 2014). By some accounts, more than half of
helpful
for making
and Ford
well well
placements.
It
Mud Weight
Maps decisions with regard to new
the well
cost oftrajectories
a typical Eagle
in south Texas
30
Another study uses the fluid flow-geomechani- goes toward the post-drilling (stimulation) activities
provides
general
guidelines
in
regard
to
optimum
wellbore
direction
for
different
formations
cal coupled simulation results to construct 3D mud (Cowan 2011). Improvements in the planning and
weight cubes for a particular field (Hossam et al. prestimulation prediction of hydraulic fracturing are
and The
locations
of the field
2012).
mud weight
cubes(Figure
can be29).
used to es- an ever-increasing factor in the overall economics
tablish the width of the stable mud weight window of most unconventional plays.

Figure 29. Breakout mud weight distribution (left), Break down mud weight distribution (middle), Stable
mud
weight29
window
distribution
et al.2012).
Figure
Breakout
mud (right)
weight(Hossam
distribution
(left), Break down mud weight distribution
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cture development with a numerical modeling code has shown that the more brittle

explained by the conversion of kerogen to hydrocarbon in Bakken Formation.

e shows more fractures than the soft one (Figure 30) (Tayseer et al. 2011).
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Figure 30. Comparison of two rock samples according to their fracturing behavior: more brittle sample
e (1) shows (1)
more
fractures
thanfractures
the soft one
(2)the
(Tayseer
et al.(2)
2011).
shows
more
than
soft one
(Tay- Figure 31. Deflection from the normal velocity-comseer et al. 2011).
paction
line velocity-compaction
in the Bakken shale interval
Figure 31 Deflection from
thetrend
normal
trend line in the Bakken
30 Comparison of two rock samples according to their fracturing behavior: more brittle

32

Boom in the development interval
of unconventional oval in Figure 31) (Ostadhassan et al. 2012). This
reservoirs is one of the most important reasons for represents the overpressure nature of this layer.
increasing interest in geomechanics. Because the This overpressure behavior is explained by the conIn the same study, anisotropic geomechanical parameters have been measured in
production of self-sourced reservoirs are very sensi- version of kerogen to hydrocarbon in Bakken Fortive to geomechanical variations. Mostly, the uncon- mation.
(Figure 32). Young’s modulus and Poisson’s Ratio values measured in the
ventional reservoirs contain clay and organic mateIn the same study, anisotropic geomechanical
rial which lowers the stiffness of the rock. A study parameters have been measured in the shales (Figdirection are greater than those in the vertical direction for both upper and lower s
on the effect of brittleness on fracture development ure 32). Young’s modulus and Poisson’s Ratio valwith a numerical modeling code has shown that the ues measured in the horizontal direction are greater
phenomenon reflects their vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) behavior. The
more brittle sample shows more fractures than the than those in the vertical direction for both upper
soft one (Figure
(Tayseerfractures
et al. 2011).
lowerThe
shales.
phenomenon
reflects
their
existence
of the30)vertical
in this
specificand
zone.
coresThis
from
thisofzone
were
evidences
demonstrating
the anisotropic
behavior
shales
and the presence of
A study from Bakken Shale in North Dakota vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) behavior. These
shows a deflection
from theofnormal
are the evidences demonstrating the anisotropic
analyzed
and the existence
vertical
fractures
was confirmed.
planesvelocity-comof weakness.
Relatively
less shaly parts don’t show a clear anisotropy ef
paction trend line in the Bakken shale interval (red behavior of shales and the presence of horizontal

closely looked, there is also some anisotropy in this section but in the opposite dire
type of anisotropy which is known as horizontal transverse isotropy (HTI) makes
Vertical

Transverse
Young’s modulus
greater than the horizontal Young’s modulus. It was interpr
Isotrophy
(VTI)

Horizontal
Transverse
Isotrophy
(HTI)

Vertical
Transverse
Isotrophy
(VTI)

Figure 32. Anisotropic geomechanical parameters in Bakken shale (Ostadhassan et al. 2012)
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Figure
32 Anisotropic geomechanical parameters in Bakken shale
(Ostadhassan
et al. 2012)

hydrofrack stage in a typical well (Figure 34).
Türkmen

planes of weakness. Relatively less shaly parts
don’t show a clear anisotropy effect. But if closely
and Zoback 2013a,b) showed that about 40
looked, there is also some anisotropy in this section
but in the opposite direction. This type of anisotrohydrofrack
stage in
typical well
(Figure
34).
py which is known
asahorizontal
transverse
isotropy
(HTI) makes the vertical Young’s modulus greater
than the horizontal Young’s modulus. It was interpreted as the existence of the vertical fractures in
this specific zone. The cores from this zone were
analyzed and the existence of vertical fractures was
confirmed.

micro earthquakes are recorded in each

Hydraulic Fracturing
When it comes to hydraulic fracturing, mechanical stratigraphy, stress state and pre-existing structures are the most important factors affecting the
success of the operation.
We are all familiar with the micro seismic measurements during the fracturing stages. They are
the signs of very small micro seismic events. As an Figure 33. Dots showing micro seismic events relatexample, in the Figure 33, a well drilled in the direc- ed to multiple hydraulic fracturing (Moos et al. 2011)
Figure
33 Dots horizontal
showing stress
microand
seismic
events related to multiple hydraulic fracturing (Moos
tion of minimum
micro seismic
events related to the multiple hydraulic fracturing does not explain the amount of gas produced. So
toe to the heel of the well are shown (Moos some researchers think that in addition to these mietfrom
al. the
2011)
et al. 2011).
cro seismic events, there are slowly slipping faults
What is not very well known about the seismic- which don’t have a seismic response but that are
of consider
hydro fracturing
we could
also
have some
Ifitywe
that inisevery
stage,
stimulated
rockalso
volume
is about
200 m3, they hardly fill the
stimulating
production.
aseismic faults which don’t show these dots. A
Figure 35 shows the data collected on Barnett,
study from
and touching
Zoback each
Hainsville
Eagleford
are sepavolume
andStandford
basicallyUniversity
they are(Das
hardly
otherand
(Figure
34). shales.
So thisThey
number
of
2013a,b) showed that about 40 micro earthquakes rated into light and dark for low clay and high clay,
are recorded
in eachdoes
hydrofrack
stage in
typical of
respectively.
The coefficient
friction is plotted
micro
earthquakes
not explain
thea amount
gas produced.
So someofresearchers
think in
well (Figure 34).
black as a function of clay and organic content. For
weaddition
consider that
in every
stage,seismic
stimulated
rock there
a relatively
low clay,
the coefficient
of friction
starts
thatIfin
to these
micro
events,
are slowly
slipping
faults which
don’t
volume is about 200 m3, they hardly fill the volume at about 0.8, ends at about 0.4 meaning the more
and basically they are hardly touching each other clay we have in the rock, the weaker it becomes.
have a seismic response but that are also stimulating production.
(Figure 34). So this number of micro earthquakes

Figure 33 Dots showing micro seismic events related to multiple hy
et al. 2011)

If we consider that in every stage, stimulated rock volume is about 20

volume and basically they are hardly touching each other (Figure

micro earthquakes does not explain the amount of gas produced. S
that in addition to these micro seismic events, there are slowly sli
have a seismic response but that are also stimulating production.

Figure 34. Micro seismic measurements recorded in a typical fracturing stage (Das and Zoback 2013a,b)

Figure 34 Micro seismic measurements recorded in a typical fracturing stage (Das and Zoback
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2013a,b)
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friction is plotted in black as a function of clay and organic content. For a relatively low clay,
the coefficient of friction starts at about 0.8, ends at about 0.4 meaning the more clay we have
in the rock, the weaker it becomes.
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injection, increased pore pressure triggers complex
coupled thermal and hydraulic processes, which
can dramatically change the state of in-situ stresses, reduce rock strength, induce new fractures or
reactivate existing fractures posing continued risk of
containment breach of cap rock.
Cap Rock Integrity
Ensuring cap-rock integrity is critical in any subsurface injection process such as SAGD and CSS.
Continuous steam injection triggers complex coupled thermal and hydraulic processes which alter
the formation pressure and temperature leading
Figure 35 Coefficient of Friction and (a-b) parameters for different shale types and clay to various changes within the reservoir as well as
Figure 35. Coefficient of Friction and (a-b) paramesurrounding rock (e.g. change in in-situ stresses,
contents (Das and Zoback 2013a, b)
ters for different shale types and clay contents (Das
rock properties, porosity and permeability). High
and
Zoback
2013a,
b) which is a measure of whether the rock will show a
On
the other
axis is the
a-b parameter
temperature and injection pressures can reduce
slipping or creeping behavior. If it is negative it is in slipping mode, if positive in creeping
On the other axis is the a-b parameter which is rock strength, induce new fractures or activate exmode. When there is more than 30% clay, a minus b is positive. In other words, the faults
a measure of whether the rock will show a slipping isting fractures posing continued risk of containment
show creep behavior. So what we expect is that in low clay Barnett shale or Barnett light, we breach of cap-rock or fault reactivation. This can ulor creeping behavior. If it is negative it is in slipping
get
micro-earthquakes,
high clay
shale or Barnett
dark we
get creeping
faults is
which timately lead to breach in well or reservoir integrity
mode,
if positive
inBarnett
creeping
mode.
When
there
don’t
show
any
seismic
activity.
more than 30% clay, a minus b is positive. In other and providing pathways for bitumen or steam to flow
words, the faults show creep behavior. So what we 36 to aquifers or surface, both of which pose signifiexpect is that in low clay Barnett shale or Barnett cant risk to safety and the environment (Khan et al.
light, we get micro-earthquakes, high clay Barnett 2011).
In Figure 36 possible cap rock failure mechashale or Barnett dark we get creeping faults which
nisms could be seen (Khan et al. 2010). Rock can
don’t show any seismic activity.
fail in tension, compression, shear or combination
of these modes as shown in the figure. Predicting
Geomechanics in EOR Applications
tensile failure is relatively easy because fracture
assisted gravity
drainage
(SAGD)
and cy- between
theSteam
surrounding
rock. This
requires
coupling
changes in pressure and temperature,
clic steam stimulation (CSS) are successful thermal pressure can be measured using mini-frac test
recovery processes in oil sands. But in these appli- which can be used as upper limit for injection to
and changes in stresses, strain, rock properties, porosity permeability, dilation etc.
cations it is likely that because of continuous steam avoid hydraulic fracturing. However, prediction of

Figure 36. Possible cap rock failure mechanisms

Figure 36 Possible cap rock failure mechanisms
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Salt is a viscous material and it cannot sustain deviatoric stresses. It has a really distinct
Türkmen

constitutive behavior [68]. Under differential loading it flows, changes shape, and eventually
relaxes to an isostatic stress state (Figure 38). Therefore, emplacement of a salt body and the
viscous relaxation process may cause significant deformation of the surrounding sediments,
perturb their state of stress and create local overpressures. This is the explanation for the high
leak-off test values often measured close to salt. Viscous relaxation process of the salt may
cause significant deformation of the surrounding sediments

Figure 37. Vertical movement (m) of the top surface at the ground level (Hussein et al. 2010).

Figure 37 Vertical movement (m) of the top surface at the ground level (Hussein et al. 2010).
Geomechanics in Salt Structures
Salt is a viscous material and it cannot sustain deviatoric stresses. It has a really distinct
constitutive behavior [68]. Under differential loading it flows, changes shape, and eventually
relaxes to an isostatic stress state (Figure 38). Therefore, emplacement of a salt body and the
viscous relaxation process may cause significant deformation of the surrounding sediments,
perturb their state of stress and create local overpressures. This is the explanation for the high
Figure 38. Stress ratio in a salt body’s surrounding area (Moos et al. 2011).

Figureleak-off
38 Stress
in aoften
salt body’s
surrounding
et al.
2011). process of the salt may
testratio
values
measured
close to area
salt. (Moos
Viscous
relaxation

shear failure or combination of other modes is not tend to the surface. Understanding these processes
so easy; it involves a number of parameters and is important for ensuring the safety of the facilities
cause
significant
deformation
of the
requires
sophisticated
numerical
modeling
of surrounding
the during sediments
extended production period.
reservoir and the surrounding rock. This requires
coupling between changes in pressure and temGeomechanics in Salt Structures
perature, and changes in stresses, strain, rock
Salt is a viscous material and it cannot sustain
39
properties, porosity permeability, dilation etc.
deviatoric stresses. It has a really distinct constitutive behavior [68] (Nikolinakou et al., 2013). UnReservoir expansion/ Surface Uplift
der differential loading it flows, changes shape,
In the study illustrated in Figure 37, steam injec- and eventually relaxes to an isostatic stress state
tion into a shallow fractured and faulted reservoir (Figure 38). Therefore, emplacement of a salt body
has been simulated with a coupled simulation tech- and the viscous relaxation process may cause signique (Hussein et al. 2010). There is a vertical up nificant deformation of the surrounding sediments,
movement at the ground level related to the steam perturb their state of stress and create local overinjection representing an extreme case of principal pressures. This is the explanation for the high leakstresses SHmax >> Shmin = Sv (Figure 37, left).
off test values often measured close to salt. Viscous
The 3D mechanical earth model (MEM) of this relaxation process of the salt may cause significant
thermal gas/oil gravity recovery process illustrates deformation of the surrounding sediments.
the potential for steam to facilitate drainage by reducing viscosity of the heated matrix oil, leading
Future Perspectives
to upward
movement
of
the
surface
in
response
Today
we (Moos
are in the
age
of simplifications. We
Figure 38 Stress ratio in a salt body’s surrounding
area
et al.
2011).
to high steam temperatures. High levels of vertical never have chance to represent all the complexity of
deformation are increasingly likely where faults ex- the real system in our models. In the future together
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simplification processes like upscaling or sugar cube models for fractured reservoirs (Figure
39).
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cialists (ii) Geoscientists (iii) Reservoir Engineers
(iv) Drilling and completions engineers
Conclusıon
Up to here, we tried to summarize the state of art
with the recent studies and some accepted workflows from the industry. But it is for sure that we still
have many things to enhance. We are discovering
that geomechanics is at its early age in petroleum
engineering, despite the main activity of petroleum
Figure 39. Comparison of the real complexity of a industry since decades is creating boreholes and
Figure 39 Comparison of the real complexity of a reservoir and the modeled reservoir
(Das
reservoir and the modeled reservoir (Das and Zo- changing stresses. For unconventionals it is particularly evident because of multiple complexities
and Zoback back
2013a).2013a).
like fracturing, strain localization, mechanical anwith Future
the acceleration
in the computer technologies isotropy, etc. Our vision should be to bring together
A Discontinuous
in Geomechanics
and with better simulators, we will be less com- multi-disciplinary insights from geomechanical specialists,
geoscientists, reservoir engineers, drilling
pelled
to this
simplification
processes
like
upscaling
This is one of
the topics
that are
being discussed.
Discontinuous
methods
will take the
place
or sugar cube models for fractured reservoirs (Fig- and completions engineers to address the challengof continuum methods or not? In continuum methods like finite-element or finite-difference
es we are all facing, to help more effectively recogure 39).
methods, variables such as strain and stress are assumed to vary continuously in space.nize, predict and avoid costly events throughout our
projects.
A Discontinuous Future in Geomechanics
But, there are two
drawbacks
withofcontinuum
methods:
appropriate
This
is one
the topics
thatFirstly,
are anbeing
dis- stress-strain
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